The effect of dissolved oxygen and aeration rate on antibiotic production of Streptomyces fradiae.
Different dissolved oxygen concentrations and aeration rates were imposed on a stable mutant of Streptomyces fradiae during the antibiotic-producing phase. At high aeration rate (1 vvm), the tylosin yield in the fermentor broth with dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations controlled close to 100% saturation (6-8 ppm) increased 10% as against uncontrolled. The rates of cellular growth, oil consumption, and tylosin production were severely reduced when DO concentration fell below 25% saturation, but all resumed to their initial rates when DO was raised to saturation level again. The DO concentration in combination with air flow rate affected the pattern of the antibiotics produced. At high DO levels, an additional macrolide antibiotic, macrocin, was synthesized to more than one-third the amount of tylosin at high aeration rate (1 vvm). On the other hand, tylosin production rate remained constant and no significant amount of macrocin was produced at low aeration rate (0.2 vvm).